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Abstract
Electromagnetic computations, where the wavelength is small in relation to the
geometry of interest, become computationally demanding. In order to manage
computations for realistic problems like electromagnetic scattering from aircraft,
the use of parallel computing is essential. In this paper, we describe how a solver
based on a hierarchical nested equivalent source approximation can be imple-
mented in parallel using a task based programming model. We show that the
effort for moving from the serial implementation to a parallel implementation
is modest due to the task based programming paradigm, and that the perfor-
mance achieved on a multicore system is excellent provided that the task size,
depending on the method parameters, is large enough.
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parallel, low rank approximation, fast multipole method
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1. Introduction
Simulations of electromagnetic fields [1] are performed in industry in many
different applications. One of the most well known is antenna design for air-
craft. But electromagnetic behavior is important, e.g., also for other types of
vehicles, for satellites, and for medical equipment. A common way to reduce
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Figure 1: Surface currents on an aircraft model from a boundary element simulation with
around 2 million unknowns.
the cost of the numerical simulation is to assume time-harmonic solutions, and
to reformulate the Maxwell equations describing the electromagnetic waves in
terms of surface currents. That is, the resulting numerical problem is time-
independent and is solved on the surface of the body being studied, see Figure 1
for an example of a realistic aircraft surface model.
The size N of the discretized problem, which for a boundary element dis-
cretization takes the form of a system of equations with a dense coefficient
matrix, can still be very large, on the order of millions of unknowns going up to
billions, and this size increases with the wave frequency. If an iterative solution
method is applied to the full (dense) matrix, the cost for each matrix-vector
multiplication is O(N2), and direct storage of the matrix also requires mem-
ory resources of O(N2). Different (approximate) factorizations of the matrices,
that can reduce the costs to O(N logN) or even O(N), have been proposed in
the literature such as the MultiLevel Fast Multipole Algorithm (MLFMA), see,
e.g., [2]; FFT-based factorization, see, e.g., [3, 4]; factorizations based on the
Adaptive Cross Approximation (ACA), see, e.g., [5]; or based on H2 matrices
as the Nested Equivalent Source Approximation (NESA) [6, 7, 8].
All these approximations can be seen as decomposing the original dense
matrix into a sparse matrix accounting for near field interactions, and a hier-
archical matrix structure with low storage requirements accounting for far field
interactions.
This presents some problems for the parallel implementation required for
large scale problems. The resulting algorithm is typically hierarchical with in-
teractions both in the vertical direction between parents and children in a tree
structure, and horizontally between the different branches at each level of the
tree. Furthermore, the tree can be unbalanced in different ways due to the ge-
ometry of the underlying structure. The article [9] provides an overview of the
challenges inherent in the implementation of the fast multipole method (FMM)
on modern computer architectures.
There is a rich literature on parallel implementation of FMM-like algorithms.
The classical approach, targeting distributed memory systems, is to partition the
tree data structure over the computational nodes, and use an MPI-based par-
allelization [10]. The resulting performance is typically a bit better for volume
formulations then for boundary formulations, since the computational density
is higher in the former case. A particular issue for the MLFMA formulation
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of electromagnetic scattering problems is that the work per element (group)
in the tree data structure increases with the level, and additional partitioning
strategies are needed for the coarser part of the structure [11, 12, 13].
The ongoing trend in cluster hardware is an increasing number of cores per
computational node. When scaling to large numbers of cores, it is hard to fully
exploit the computational resources using a pure MPI implementation [14]. As
is pointed out in [15], a hybrid parallelization with MPI at the distributed level
and threads within the computational nodes is more likely to perform well. That
is, a need for efficient shared memory parallelizations of hierarchical algorithms
to be used in combination with the distributed MPI level arises.
The emerging method of choice for implementing complex algorithms on
multicore architectures is dependency-aware task-based parallel programming,
which is available, e.g, through the StarPU [16], OmpSs [17], and SuperGlue [18]
frameworks, but also in OpenMP, since version 4.0. Starting with [19], where
StarPU is used for a task parallel implementation of an FMM algorithm, several
authors have taken an interest in the problem. In [20], SuperGlue is used for
a multicore CPU+GPU implementation of an adaptive FMM. The Quark [21]
run-time system is used for developing an FMM solver in [22]. Since tasks were
introduced in OpenMP, a recurring question is if the OpenMP implementations
can reach the same performance as the specific run-times discussed above. An
early OpenMP task FMM implementation is found in [23]. This was before
the depend clause was introduced, allowing dependencies between sibling tasks.
OpenMP, Cilk and other models are compared for FMM in [24], OpenMP and
Klang/StarPU are compared in [25], and different OpenMP implementations
and task parallel run-times are compared with a special focus on locking and
synchronization in [26]. A common conclusion from these comparisons is that
the commutative clause provided by most task parallel run-time systems is quite
important for performance, and that this would be a useful upgrade of OpenMP
tasks for the future.
An alternative track is to develop special purpose software components for
the class of FMM-like algorithms, see, e.g., PetFMM [27] and Tapas [28].
In this paper, we use the SuperGlue [18] framework, and implement a model
problem that is similar to the NESA algorithm for electromagnetic scattering.
We investigate how the task size influences the performance, and show how the
task parallel model allows for a mixing of the computational phases that scales
well even when the individual phases suffer form scalability issues. We also
compare the results with an OpenMP task implementation.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we briefly recap the basics
of the integral equation formulation of electromagnetic scattering and radiation
problems, and discuss some efficient algorithms for solving the discretized prob-
lem. In Section 3, we describe the simplified two-dimensional problem that is
used for evaluating the parallelization approach. Section 4 provides a general
introduction to task based parallel programming, while Section 5 is focused on
the implementation of the specific algorithm investigated here. In Section 6, the
parallel performance of the new implementation is evaluated. In Section 7, the
comparison with OpenMP is discussed, and finally in Section 8, the results are
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summarized.
2. Integral equation formulation and the nested equivalent source
approximation
Let Ω be a volume, whose boundary is ∂Ω, surrounded by a homogeneous
medium with wavenumber k and intrinsic impedance η. The electric field es at
r, a point in the exterior medium, radiated by a current j on the surface ∂Ω is
given by
es(j)(r) = −iηk
(∫
∂Ω
g(r, r′)j(r′)dr′ +
1
k2
∇
∫
∂Ω
g(r, r′)÷ j(r′)dr′
)
, (1)
where g(r, r′) = exp(−ik‖r − r′‖)/(4pi‖r − r′‖) is called the Green’s function
of the exterior medium. If an external electric field ei impinges on the surface
∂Ω, we can determine the resulting current on ∂Ω enforcing appropriate bound-
ary conditions on ∂Ω and, in turn, use this current to evaluate the radiated
field in any position. When considering a metallic object, from a numerical
viewpoint, we expand the unknown current in terms of an appropriate basis,
j(r) =
∑N
n=1 jnφn(r), and enforce a null-field condition in the weak sense,
namely we impose∫
∂Ω
es(j)(r) · φm(r) = −
∫
∂Ω
ei(r) · φm(r), ∀m = 1, . . . , N. (2)
This results in a linear system [Z] [j] = − [ei] , to be solved to determine coef-
ficients jn. The entries of the matrix [Z] and the vector
[
ei
]
are given by
Zmn =
∫
∂Ω
es(φn)(r) · φm(r)dr, eim = −
∫
∂Ω
ei(r) · φm(r)dr. (3)
When considering large structures, the resulting linear system is usually solved
with an iterative solver, such as BiCGStab or GMRES.
The formulation sketched here is suitable for both scattering and radiation
problems. However, it poses three main difficulties, related to the fact that
matrix entries are given as convolution integral with a non-local kernel g(r, r′):
Forming the matrix [Z], storing the matrix, and performing the MVPs required
by any iterative solver.
As the kernel g(r, r′) is smooth (when r 6= r′) and decreases as 1/‖r − r′‖,
portions of the matrix corresponding to well separated parts of the surface ∂Ω
can be approximated with low-complexity factorizations.
Without going into the details explained in [6], we here sketch the basic
idea, for ease of reference. The structure is hierarchically partitioned using an
oct-tree. Portions of the matrix [Z] corresponding to interaction between basis
functions in near leaf blocks are computed and stored directly, in a sparse ma-
trix [Z]
near
. Portions of the matrix corresponding to interaction between basis
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functions in far blocks are computed and stored in an approximate structured
way.
We denote with α and β two far groups at the leaf level L, and with P (α)
the parent group of the group α. Let [Z]α,β denote the block of the matrix [Z]
corresponding to the interactions between basis functions in α end β, with size
T × S. In low-medium frequency regimes, it is rank deficient [29, 30] and we
can approximate it as
[Z]α,β = [U ]α [D]α,β [V ]β (4)
where [U ]α, [D]α,β , and [V ]β have sizes T ×R, R×R, and R× S, respectively,
with R (T, S).
Applying the same idea to a child and its parent group, we see that we can
approximate [D]α,β as
[D]α,β = [B]α,P (α) [D]P (α)P (β) [C]P (β),β , (5)
so that we have the 1-level approximation
[Z]α,β = [U ]α [B]α,P (α) [D]P (α)P (β) [C]P (β),β [V ]β . (6)
In general, if we move along the family tree induced by the oct-tree division for
¯` levels, we have
[Z]α,β = [U ]α [B]α,P (α) · · · [B]P ¯`−1(α),P ¯`(α)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ascending
[D]P ¯`(α)P ¯`(β)
[C]P ¯`(β),P ¯`−1(β) · · · [C]P (β),β︸ ︷︷ ︸
descending
[V ]β .
(7)
Matrices [U ], [D], [V ], [B], [C] are built enforcing equivalence conditions on ficti-
tious boundaries enclosing the blocks. Their construction is based on standard
linear algebra matrix operations and has cost independent of N . From the way
they are constructed, we interpret [U ] as receiving matrix, [D] as translation
matrix, [V ] as radiation matrix, and [B] and [C] as transfer matrices.
If matrix [Z]α,β collects the field due to currents in leaf block β, tested on
functions in leaf block α, we ascend the three up to level `0, so that blocks
PL−`0(α) and PL−`0(β) are still not touching, and approximate [Z]α,β using
Equation 7 with ¯`= L− `0.
When dealing with 2D structures, the algorithm can be used with little mod-
ifications, due to its purely algebraic nature: The Green’s function in Equation 1
becomes g(r, r′) = H(2)0 (k |r − r′|), with H(2)0 being the Hankel function of the
second kind, order zero, and surface integrals become line integrals.
3. The model problem
To test the hypothesis that a task-based parallelization is suitable for elec-
tromagnetic scattering problems, we implement a simplified two-dimensional
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problem for a first evaluation, avoiding the complications of implementing the
boundary element method, while focusing on the interaction structures when
using the hierarchical NESA representation of a matrix.
The simplified problem consists of computing the two-dimensional electric
potential φ(x) generated by charges (sources) located at the points xi, i =
1, . . . , N with charges q(xi), and evaluating it at the source locations. The
dense matrix version of the problem takes the form
[φ] = [K][q], (8)
where the matrix elements are given by kij = K(xi,xj) = − log(|xi − xj |),
i 6= j, and kii = 0, i, j = 1, . . . , N .
In the model problem, the charges are located on a one-dimensional struc-
ture within the two-dimensional space. The particular curve that we have used
as an example for our source locations is shown in Figure 2. To construct the
NESA representation of the matrix, we start by constructing the hierarchical
tree structure that should cover the domain of the sources. The tree is con-
structed with levels ` = `0, . . . , L. The coarsest level `0 is chosen such that we
have 4 groups along the longest dimension of the domain, see Figure 2. The
depth of the tree is determined by the method parameter P . The groups are
subdivided as long as the average number of source points in the finest level
groups does not fall below P . The example in Figure 2 only shows three levels,
but in the examples with N = 100 000 sources we are using in the numerical
experiments, there are 8 active levels.
Figure 2 also shows how the computations are divided into near and far
field interactions. The near field interactions are computed at the finest level
between groups that are close neighbors (left, right, top, bottom, diagonal) and
within each group. The near field interaction between groups α and β constitute
reduced versions of the global problem (8)
[φ]α = [φ]α + [K]α,β [q]β . (9)
Far field interactions are computed at each level. The groups that interact
in the far field computations are the ones that are not near neighbors at the
current level, and whose parents were not part of the interaction at the previous
level. In this way, only a limited number of boxes are involved in the far field
interaction at each level. If the interactions were computed directly, there would
be no computational savings. This is where NESA comes in. Simply put, we
compute equivalent charges in each group at each level. We then compute the
fields created by the interaction of these charges at the same points, and then
transfer the corresponding field to the actual source points. Figure 3 shows the
location of the equivalent source points in a parent and child group together
with the test surface where the fields are matched in order to form the low rank
approximation. The number of equivalent charges Q is the same in each group,
which is why we can save significantly in the far-field computation.
We will not go into all details here, instead we refer to [6], but we will describe
each step in the algorithm in a way that helps the later discussion of the parallel
implementation. The far field interaction can be divided into 5 different stages:
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Figure 2: The source points (charges) are located on the blue curve, and the potential is also
evaluated at these points. Groups at three different levels are shown. The far field computation
contributing to the smallest red group are also shown at each level. The interaction with the
whole right half of the domain (marked with green color) is handled at the coarsest level, then
additional groups are taken care of at each finer level until only the near field groups remain.
Figure 3: A parent group and one of its children are illustrated. The points on the red circles
are where the auxiliary sources are located, and the points on the blue circle are where the
potentials are matched.
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Radiation: For each finest level group β, the equivalent sources s at the aux-
iliary points (see Figure 3) are computed from the actual sources
[s]β = [V ]β [q]β . (10)
Source transfer: Next, equivalent sources are computed for every level of the
tree. Each child group β` at each level ` transfers its charge to its parent
group P (β`)
[s]P (β`) = [s]P (β`) + [C]P (β`),β` [s]β` , `0 + 1 ≤ ` ≤ L. (11)
Translation: For each level ` and each (observation) group α` at that level, the
contribution to the potential generated by the groups β` in the far-field
interaction list at the same level is computed
[o]α` = [o]α` + [D]α`,β` [s]β` , `0 ≤ ` ≤ L. (12)
Potential transfer: The potential contribution at each parent group P (α`) is
transferred and added to its child group’s potentials.
[o]α` = [o]α` + [B]α`,P (α`)[o]P (α`), `0 + 1 ≤ ` ≤ L. (13)
Reception: Finally, the potential at the auxiliary points of each finest level
group α is transferred to the actual observation points.
[φ]α = [φ]α + [U ]α[o]α. (14)
4. Task parallel programming
One of the key features of task parallel programming is that it makes it
relatively easy for the programmer to produce a parallel application code that
performs well. However, it is still important for the programmer to know how
to write a task parallel program and how various aspects of the algorithm are
likely to impact performance.
As an example, we consider the shared memory (thread based) paralleliza-
tion of a dense MVP y = Ax. The shared data that the run-time system needs
to keep track of in order to ensure a correct end result is the data that will be
modified during the execution. In the example, this is only the output vector
y. To implement the multiplication as a task parallel algorithm, we need to
break down the operation into smaller components. This can be done in sev-
eral different ways by blocking or slicing the matrix and vectors into smaller
partitions.
Figure 4 shows three common ways of splitting the data structures. A task
would correspond to multiplying one slice or block of the matrix with the cor-
responding part of the vector x. The column-based slicing of the matrix is a
bad choice because the whole output vector is touched by each task, and the
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tasks can therefore not run in parallel (without modifications). The block par-
titioning as well as the row slicing scheme both allow for parallelism as only a
part of the shared data y is touched. The latter two provide the same level of
parallelism, but if the multiplication is part of a larger scheme where there is a
possibility to interleave tasks from different operations, the block partitioning
may be preferred because it provides a larger number of tasks.
←← ←
Figure 4: Three different partitionings of the matrix and vectors, and the responsibility of a
single task of the MVP. The data accessed by the task is shaded.
The number of tasks, especially in relation to the size of the tasks, is impor-
tant for performance. With too few tasks, the amount of parallelism is reduced,
and there is not enough work for all the threads, which leads to idle time. If
there is instead a large number of tasks, but these are very small in terms of
computational work, the overhead from managing the tasks in the run-time sys-
tem becomes large in relation to the task size. Optimally, the task sizes should
be chosen such that the task data fits within the local cache.
A slightly different problem that also has a significant impact on performance
is bandwidth contention. That is, when all threads are trying to fetch data for
their tasks, there may not be enough bandwidth to supply the threads at full
speed. Hence, the parallel execution will not be as efficient as theoretically
expected. There are different ways to counter bandwidth related problems. If
possible, similar computations should be combined such that the number of
floating point operations per memory access is increased. This was successfully
used, e.g., in [31]. If there is a mix of tasks, with and without bandwidth
sensitivity, resource-aware scheduling can improve performance [32]. Finally,
accessing contiguous memory locations is more efficient than random memory
accesses, which means that data structures should be allocated in such a way
that tasks read from contiguous memory as far as possible.
5. Parallel implementation of the fast MVP
In a typical application, the MVP is performed a large number of times
within an iterative method while the matrix structure is built once and can
be seen as static. Therefore, we focus on the multiplication algorithm even if
the build step could also be parallelized. In the following subsections, we will
discuss the algorithm at a general level and the steps taken to convert it to a
task parallel implementation.
5.1. The properties of the algorithm
Technically, the hierarchical NESA MVP algorithm consists of a large num-
ber of smaller dense MVPs. What is interesting from the parallelization perspec-
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tive is the number of operations, the size of the operations, and the dependency
structure. In order to discuss concrete numbers, we denote the number of active
group at each level by N`. For a full tree in d dimensions N`+1 = 2
dN`, but here
the tree is sparse. For the example we are using, the average number of children
is around 2.5 leading to N`+1 ≈ 2.5N`. We choose to express all numbers of
operation in terms of NL. Then we have N` = NL/2.5
(L−`).
Going back to the algorithm described in Section 3 by equations (9)–(14),
we make the following observations:
• The matrices in the near field operation (9) are on average of size P×P but
the sizes vary between the groups. Each group is involved in at most 3d
near field operations, but in our sparse tree, the average is 5 including the
self interaction. The total number of near field tasks is then approximately
5NL. These operations can be performed in any order, but updates to the
same vector [s]β must be performed one at a time.
• The radiation (10) and reception operations (14) are completely indepen-
dent. The matrix sizes are on average Q×P and P ×Q, respectively, and
the number of operations is NL for each type.
• The number of source transfer (11) and potential transfer operations (13)
are given by the total number of children as each parent and child interact
once. We have Nc =
∑L
`=`0+1
N` ≈ NL
∑L−(`0+1)
j=0 2.5
j leading to Nc ≤
5
3NL. Due to the equivalent source formulation, all the transfer matrices
are of the same size, Q×Q. These operations are ordered in the sense that
children and parents must complete their tasks in the correct order. Also,
when the children are contributing to their parent’s equivalent sources,
updates by different children must be performed one at a time. Otherwise,
operations at the same level are independent.
• The translation operations (12) also involve matrices of size Q ×Q. The
number of groups in the interaction lists at each level is limited. In our
application, the average number is less than 7 for all levels. This means
that the number of translation tasks is less than 7
∑L
`=`0
N` ≤ 35/3NL.
The translation operations can be performed in any order, but updates to
the same location must be performed one at a time.
The hierarchical matrix representation based on groups and levels provides
a natural description of the algorithm in terms of tasks. The number of tasks
is large, and even if there are dependencies between the levels in the algorithm,
there are plenty of tasks that are independent, and can be interleaved with the
constrained tasks. In particular, it should be of benefit to mix the independent
near-field and dependent far-field computations.
The sizes of the constituent matrix multiplications are completely deter-
mined by the parameters P and Q. However, if we modify P or Q for a fixed
problem, we change the total amount of work in the algorithm as well as the
memory requirements. By changing Q, we also change the accuracy of NESA.
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This means that we cannot easily optimize the task sizes. It also means that the
number of source points N will not have a strong influence on the performance.
For very small N , the number of tasks may be too small to provide work for all
threads in parallel, but as soon as N is large enough, the performance will be
determined by the task sizes.
For our two-dimensional test problem, the preferred values of P and Q are
small with, e.g., Q = 10 leading to a tolerance of around 1e − 5. In the three-
dimensional case, when the auxiliary sources are placed on a sphere instead of a
circle, the corresponding numbers are larger, for a similar accuracy Q ≈ 100 is
needed [6]. When the tasks are too small, the overhead from managing the tasks
dominate and the potential parallel speedup is reduced or lost. The precise sizes
needed to achieve speedup will be investigated in section 6.
One way to avoid the overhead resulting from having too small tasks would
be to let each task manage several groups. This would reduce the number of
tasks, but it would increase the complexity of the algorithm, making it harder
to implement.
Another performance issue that the MVP will suffer from is bandwidth con-
tention. All MVPs are somewhat sensitive to bandwidth as the number of float-
ing point operations O(N2) are proportional to the number of matrix elements
O(N2). If the operations are instead transformed into matrix–matrix opera-
tions, the situation is improved, as the number of operations become O(N3),
while the storage is still O(N2). In the NESA algorithm this would be possi-
ble for the radiation and reception steps, since the transfer matrices between
parents and children with the same relative positions are the same. Then all
similar products could be combined into one operation. However, this would
also make the implementation much more complicated with additional packing
and unpacking procedures, which also could be time consuming.
5.2. The task parallel implementation
We have chosen to implement the most natural task-based formulation,
where each task corresponds to one small MVP. In the sequential code, each
of the small matrices are allocated in contiguous memory using a C++ user
defined Matrix data type, and the MVPs are performed by directly calling the
BLAS routine cblas dgemv. The Matrix type is used also for the input and
output vectors.
The changes that are needed to produce a task parallel code are minor. First
we need to protect the output vectors from simultaneous accesses by different
tasks. In SuperGlue, shared data is protected by handles that control accesses
to the data. Therefore, we introduce a new type SGMatrix, which basically
equips a Matrix with a handle. The type definition is shown in Appendix A.
Next we need to, unless it is already available, define a SuperGlue task class
that provides an MVP. The class is also shown in Appendix A. When the task
class is in place, we construct a new gemv subroutine that instead of directly
calling BLAS, constructs the corresponding task and submits it to the run-time
system. The task parallel gemv subroutine is shown as Program 1.
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1 void gemv(SGMatrix &A, SGMatrix &x,SGMatrix &y){
2 SGTaskGemv *t= new SGTaskGemv(A,x,y);
3 sgEngine ->submit(t);
4 }
Program 1: The subroutine that submits an MVP task.
We can now write the whole program in task parallel form, by replacing the
data types and the subroutine calls by their counterparts. Program 2 shows how
SuperGlue is invoked, how matrices are created and how one MVP is performed.
1 #include "superglue.hpp"
2
3 SuperGlue <Options > *sgEngine;
4
5 int main(int argc , char *argv []){
6 // Start the task parallel run -time system
7 sgEngine = new SuperGlue <Options >( config.cores);
8 // Allocating matrices (filled with 0.0)
9 int P=300, Q=100;
10 Matrix &a = * new Matrix (Q,P ,0.0);
11 Matrix &x = * new Matrix (P,1 ,0.0);
12 Matrix &y = * new Matrix (Q,1 ,0.0);
13 // Make these protected shared data
14 SGMatrix &A = *new SGMatrix(a);
15 SGMatrix &X = *new SGMatrix(x);
16 SGMatrix &Y = *new SGMatrix(y);
17 // Write the algorithm with calls to the MVP
18 // subroutine. For each new call , the
19 // corresponding task is submitted
20 gemv(A,X,Y);
21 // Wait for all tasks to finish
22 sgEngine ->barrier ();
23 }
Program 2: An example of how SuperGlue is included in a program performing an MVP.
As mentioned above, more details on the task class implementation and the
shared data type is given in Appendix A.
5.3. OpenMP implementation
An implementation, with a similar functionality as the task parallel imple-
mentation described above, can with some care be created also with OpenMP.
A simple task construct was introduced in OpenMP 3.0, and a depend clause
was added in OpenMP 4.0, to allow dependencies between sibling tasks, i.e,
tasks created within the same parallel region. This means that if we create
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several parallel regions for different parts of the algorithm, there will effectively
be barriers in between, and the tasks from different regions cannot mix.
The proper way to do it is to create one parallel region that covers the whole
computation, and then make sure that only one thread generates tasks such that
the sequential order is not compromised. An excerpt from the OpenMP main
program that illustrates this is shown in Program 3. The tasks are submitted
from the two subroutines that are called.
1 #pragma omp parallel
2 {
3 #pragma omp single
4 {
5 // Submit tasks for near -field
multiplication
6 FMM:: mv_near_field(OT ,C,Q);
7 // Submit tasks for far -field multiplication
8 FMM:: mv_far_field(OT ,C,Q);
9 }
10 }
11 #pragma omp taskwait
12 #pragma omp barrier
Program 3: The global parallel region in the main program using OpenMP.
The tasks are defined using the task pragma with the depend clause. Only
the (necessary) inout dependence for the output data vector is included. Adding
the (nonessential) read dependencies on the matrix and input data vector was
shown in the experiments to degrade performance.
1 #pragma omp task depend(inout:Y[0:N])
2 cblas_dgemv(COL_MAJOR ,transA ,M, N, 1.0, Mat , lda , X,
1, 1.0, Y, 1);
Program 4: The OpenMP task pragma that defines a gemv task.
As can be seen, the implementation is not so difficult, but there are several
ways to make mistakes that lead to suboptimal performance. The programmer
needs to understand how the task generation, the task scheduling, and the
parallel regions interact.
6. Performance evaluation
The experiments have been performed on one shared memory node of the
Tintin cluster at the Uppsala Multidisciplinary Center for Advanced Computa-
tional Science (UPPMAX). Each node is dual socket with two AMD Opteron
6220 (Bulldozer) processors running at 3.0 GHz with 64 GB or 128 GB mem-
ory. A peculiarity of the Bulldozer architecture is that each floating point unit
(FPU) is shared between two cores. This means that the theoretical speedup
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when using 2p threads (cores) is only p, and the highest theoretical speedup on
one node with 16 threads is 8.
The same problem with N = 100 000 source points is solved in all experi-
ments, but the method parameters P (the average number of source points at
the finest level) and Q (the number of auxiliary points used for each group) are
varied between the experiments.
As discussed in the previous section, the properties of the near and far field
parts of the algorithm are quite different. Here, we first evaluate the two parts
separately to establish their performance at different parameter choices, and
then move to the full MVP algorithm.
For each test case, we show speedup results computed as
Sp =
T1
Tp
, (15)
where Tp is the execution time of the task parallel implementation running on
p threads. In the graphs, we also show the speedup of the sequential code
compared with the parallel code running on one thread. In the optimal case
they would be close to equal, but for problems with small tasks, we can see a
slight difference.
We also show execution traces, where each task is shown as a triangle with
its base at the starting time of the task and the tip at the end of that task’s ex-
ecution. Traces provide a good way of visualizing the execution, the scheduling,
and potential performance issues.
Finally, we provide tables with detailed information on execution times,
speedup and utilization. We define the utilization as
Up =
T tp
Tp
, (16)
where T tp is the fraction of the execution time spent executing tasks. The re-
maining time represents the overhead of managing tasks, idle time when threads
are waiting for tasks, and load imbalance at the end of the execution.
6.1. The far field computation
Figure 5 shows how the speedup of the far field computations varies with
Q for two different values of P . The speedup grows with Q as the task sizes
increase, and it also grows with P , which affects the size of the radiation and
reception tasks. However increasing only Q is not enough, which tells us that
transfer and translation tasks do not scale very well.
To learn more about the details of the execution, we look at the traces
for execution on 16 threads shown in Figure 6. For the problem with small
task sizes there are several things to observe. First, the colors that represent
different types of tasks are not mixed. This tells us that the tasks are so small
that they finish executing before more tasks have been submitted. In fact, only
15 threads are visible in the trace because one thread is constantly occupied
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Figure 5: Speedup for different values of Q for the far field computation with P = 400 (solid
lines) and with P = 50 (dashed lines).
with task submission. The small size of the tasks also leads to idle time in
between tasks and the resulting execution is not efficient.
For the problem with larger P and Q, we see the benefit of having the larger
radiation and reception tasks. These are completely independent and provide
enough work to occupy all threads, and the troublesome transfer tasks are nicely
embedded within these computations. The translation tasks are smaller, but
also more independent than the transfer tasks, and they are mostly scheduled
densely within the trace. The task submission is visible also here, but it only
occupies the first half of the execution time for thread 0.
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Figure 6: Execution traces for the far field computation for Q = 10 and P = 50 (top) and for
Q = 100 and P = 400 (bottom).
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Looking at the second trace, we might expect a near optimal speedup as the
schedule has very little idle time. However, the speedup was never above 4 in any
of the experiments. To investigate if bandwidth contention is involved, we have
computed the average execution time for each type of task for different numbers
of threads. The result is shown in Figure 7. In the left subfigure, we can see that
all of the small tasks experience a slowdown or longer execution time per task
on more threads. The larger tasks fare better, and it also seems that tasks with
transposed matrices perform better. With an increase of 4 in the individual
task execution times as in the worst case here, it is not possible to get an overall
speedup higher than 4 on 16 threads. We can also here find the explanation to
why the speedup is larger than the theoretical best for 4 threads. When only
one thread is used it has dedicated use of the FPU. When instead each FPU
is occupied by two threads, the computations become relatively slower, and the
bandwidth issue is somewhat improved. In the right subfigure, where the tasks
are larger, the slowdown is reduced, but there is still contention.
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Figure 7: Increase in individual task execution times due to resource contention for P = 50,
Q = 10 (left) and P = 400, Q = 100 (right).
Finally, Table 1 shows speedup and utilization for the far field computations.
For the problem with small task sizes, both speedup and utilization are very
low, while for the problem with larger sizes, the utilization is very good, but
due to the slowdown of individual tasks, the maximum speedup stays around 4.
6.2. The near field computation
For the near field computations, the picture is quite different. Speedup
results are shown in Figure 8. Also here, the speedup increases with P , but
instead of leveling out at 4, it is superoptimal and lands at 10 for P = 400.
The traces in Figure 9 really show the strength of task parallel programming.
The tasks are of highly varying sizes, depending on the number of source points
in each group, but are scheduled densely across all threads. For the larger value
of P , the task submission phase is not visible in the trace.
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Table 1: Performance results for the far field computation for two different parameter sets. Tp
is the execution time for p threads, Sp is the speedup, S∗p is the theoretical optimal speedup,
and Up is the utilization.
Q = 10, P = 50
p Tp [ms] Sp Sp/S
∗
p Up
1 27 1 1.00 0.38
4 86 0.31 0.16 0.04
8 113 0.24 0.06 0.02
16 119 0.23 0.03 0.01
Q = 100, P = 400
1 95 1 1.00 0.98
4 31 3.0 1.52 0.92
8 20 4.8 1.19 0.91
16 19 5.0 0.62 0.90
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Figure 8: Speedup for different values of P for the near field computation.
Table 2 shows performance results for the near field computation. Already
for the smaller P both speedup and utilization are high, and for the larger P ,
the performance is excellent.
6.3. The complete MVP
Here we have run the complete MVP allowing the near field and far field
tasks to mix when possible. Figure 10 shows the speedup results for the complete
runs. Here we have chosen to use P = 300 for the problem with larger task sizes,
even though the previous results showed that P = 400 is more efficient. The
reason is that we wanted the far field computation to be a larger part of the
execution trace than for the P = 400 case. For the problem with small tasks,
the speedup is around 2, which is in between the far field result 0.23 and the
near field result 6.2. For the problem with large tasks, the speedup 7.3 is very
close to the result for the near field 7.45, and the far field result of 4.0 does not
seem to impact the speedup at all.
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Figure 9: Execution traces for the near field computation for P = 50 (top) and for P = 400
(bottom).
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Figure 10: Speedup for two combinations of P and Q resulting in different task sizes.
To get further information, we consider the traces in Figure 11. In the
case with small tasks, there is no mixing, and the speedup will clearly be a
combination of that for the individual cases. However, when the tasks are larger,
the executions are mixed and the far field computation is efficiently executed
within the near field computation.
To further understand the improved performance, we also look at the slow
down profiles for the tasks. Figure 12 shows that the slowdown is significant,
especially for the smallest tasks, for the execution trace where the tasks do not
mix. However, for the mixed trace with larger tasks, the performance is perfect
for all tasks. A slowdown factor of 2 would be expected due to the shared FPUs.
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Table 2: Detailed performance results for the near field computation for two different param-
eter sets. Tp is the execution time for p threads, Sp is the speedup, S∗p is the theoretical
optimal speedup, and Up is the utilization.
P = 50
p Tp [ms] Sp Sp/S
∗
p Up
1 222 1 1.00 0.97
4 66 3.4 1.69 0.91
8 42 5.2 1.30 0.89
16 36 6.2 0.77 0.87
P = 400
1 3848 1 1.00 1.00
4 1379 2.8 1.40 0.98
8 732 5.3 1.31 0.95
16 398 9.7 1.21 0.94
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Figure 11: Execution traces for the whole computation for Q = 10 and P = 50 (top) and for
Q = 100 and P = 300 (bottom).
This can be understood in the following way: The near field tasks performed
well already from the start. The far field tasks did not perform as well, but
this was for the case when they were executed in parallel on all threads. Here,
there are fewer far field tasks running in parallel at each point in time, and the
performance degradation is avoided.
Table 3 shows the speedup and utilization results for the whole execution,
confirming that the results are excellent if the task sizes are large enough.
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Figure 12: Increase in individual task execution times for the complete execution for P = 50,
Q = 10 (left) and for P = 300, Q = 100 (right).
Table 3: Performance results for the complete computation for two different parameter sets.
Tp is the execution time for p threads, Sp is the speedup, S∗p is the theoretical optimal speedup,
and Up is the utilization.
Q = 10, P = 50
p Tp [ms] Sp Sp/S
∗
p Up
1 244 1.0 1.00 0.90
4 111 2.2 1.10 0.55
8 137 1.8 0.44 0.29
16 156 1.6 0.20 0.21
Q = 100, P = 300
1 1192 1 1.00 0.99
4 401 3.0 1.49 0.98
8 228 5.2 1.31 0.98
16 163 7.3 0.92 0.96
7. Comparison with OpenMP
As explained in Section 5.3, the same functionality can be achieved with an
OpenMP implementation as with our SuperGlue implementation. The purpose
of the experiments in this section is to evaluate the relative performance of the
two implementations. The experiments are carried out both on a node of the
Tintin cluster, described in the previous section, and on a local shared memory
system with 4 sockets of Intel Xeon E5-4650 Sandy Bridge processors, yielding
a total of 64 cores. On Tintin, the codes were compiled with gcc version 4.9.1
and OpenMP 4.0 was used, while on Sandy Bridge the compiler was gcc 6.3.0
combined with OpenMP 4.5.
Experiments are first performed for the near and far field computations sep-
arately, and then for the full execution, except in one case where the far field
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data is missing1. Results for the execution times for the SuperGlue implementa-
tion (SG) and the OpenMP implementation (OMP) are reported together with
the gain Gp in using SG compared with OMP on p threads computed as
Gp =
TOMPp
T SGp
− 1. (17)
Results for Tintin are shown in Tables 4 and 5 for the two cases with smaller and
larger tasks, respectively. For the smaller task size, all near field computations
Table 4: Execution times in ms and the gain for SG compared with OMP for the problem
with Q = 10 and P = 50 on the Tintin system.
Near field Far field Combined
p SG OMP Gp SG OMP Gp SG OMP Gp
1 222 229 3% 27 72 167% 244 285 17%
4 66 86 30% 86 72 −16% 111 134 21%
8 42 50 19% 113 77 −32% 137 110 −20%
16 36 41 14% 119 143 20% 156 254 63%
Table 5: Execution times in ms and the gain for SG compared with OMP for the problem
with Q = 100 and P = 300 on the Tintin system.
Near field Combined
p SG OMP Gp SG OMP Gp
1 1064 1065 0% 1192 1186 −1%
4 363 345 −5% 363 345 −5%
8 210 186 −11% 210 186 −11%
16 145 139 −4% 145 139 −4%
are faster with SG, while results for the far field computations (that do not
scale) are inconclusive. The overall computation is faster with SG for all cases,
except 8 threads, with the largest gain for 16 threads.
The test case with larger task sizes is different in the sense that the near field
computations become the dominating part of the computations. In this case the
performance for the near field computations is slightly better for OpenMP, and
carries over unchanged to the overall performance.
The results for the Sandy Bridge system are given in Tables 6 and 7. For
the smaller task size, SG is faster in all cases, and the gain increases with the
number of threads. For the larger task size, the gain for SG is largest for the
far field computations, but again, the overall gain carries over from the near
field computations. In this case, the gain does not increase with the number of
threads.
1The data cannot be recreated as the Tintin system has been decommissioned.
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Table 6: Execution times in ms and the gain for SG compared with OMP for the problem
with Q = 10 and P = 50 on the Sandy Bridge system.
Near field Far field Combined
p SG OMP Gp SG OMP Gp SG OMP Gp
1 363 397 9% 78 80 3% 438 476 8%
4 127 151 19% 91 133 46% 166 260 56%
8 69 79 14% 87 151 74% 100 197 98%
16 44 54 23% 89 153 71% 107 170 60%
32 29 83 187% 102 182 78% 135 237 75%
64 34 106 214% 122 176 44% 141 535 281%
Table 7: Execution times in ms and the gain for SG compared with OMP for the problem
with Q = 100 and P = 300 on the Sandy Bridge system.
Near field Far field Combined
p SG OMP Gp SG OMP Gp SG OMP Gp
1 2069 2281 10% 250 276 10% 2318 2556 10%
4 738 813 10% 89 100 12% 811 913 11%
8 383 424 11% 50 64 29% 422 469 11%
16 232 222 −4% 33 45 34% 244 253 4%
32 130 148 14% 32 64 98% 154 157 2%
64 118 125 6% 43 70 65% 127 133 5%
The overall conclusions from the comparison is that SG is better at handling
small task sizes, especially in combination with larger numbers of threads, while
for large enough tasks, the performance of the two implementations is similar.
8. Summary
The most challenging aspect of the NESA algorithm from a task parallel
point of view is not the hierarchical dependencies as might be expected, but
rather the small task sizes. For sizes typical for a two-dimensional problem, the
tasks are too small to provide scaling to more than a few threads. However, for
sizes appropriate for a three-dimensional problem, the performance is close to
optimal and a significant speedup is achieved.
The task parallel programming model provided an easy way to implement a
parallel code with very small changes to the original implementation. Moreover,
the asynchronous nature of the task execution allowed for mixing of the different
types of tasks, which proved to be the key to achieve high performance for the
complete MVP including the hierarchical far field computation.
The conclusion is that it is possible to achieve excellent performance on
shared memory systems for the NESA type of MVPs provided the task sizes
can be made large enough, and that the task-based approach is promising for
the development of a distributed three-dimensional solver.
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The comparison with OpenMP shows that with some attention to the tech-
nical details, the same functionality can be obtained by OpenMP as with the
SuperGlue task parallel framework. The performance of OpenMP is currently
worse for small tasks, and larger numbers of threads, but may improve in future
implementations of the standard.
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Appendix A. Shared data types and tasks
Program 5 shows the definition of the C++ class SGMatrix, which equips a
Matrix with a handle such that it can be used as a protected shared data in a
task parallel execution.
1 #include "superglue.hpp"
2
3 extern SuperGlue *sgEngine;
4
5 class SGMatrix
6 {
7 Handle <Options > *sg_handle;
8 Matrix *M;
9 bool trans;
10 public:
11 SGMatrix(Matrix &m){
12 sg_handle = new Handle <Options >;
13 trans=false;
14 M = &m;
15 }
16 // Further methods omitted here for brevity
17 };
Program 5: The SGMatrix data type, which protects a shared matrix with a handle.
Program 6 shows the SGTaskGemv SuperGlue task class that provides the
MVP task.
1 class SGTaskGemv : public Task <Options ,3>{
2 private:
3 SGMatrix *A,*x,*y;
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4 public:
5 bool transA;
6 enum{COL_MAJOR ,ROW_MAJOR };
7 SGTaskGemv(SGMatrix &A_,SGMatrix &x_,SGMatrix &y_)
8 {
9 A = &A_;
10 x = &x_;
11 y = &y_;
12 register_args ();
13 }
14 void register_args (){
15 Handle <Options > &hA = A->get_handle ();
16 Handle <Options > &hx = x->get_handle ();
17 Handle <Options > &hy = y->get_handle ();
18 register_access(ReadWriteAdd ::read , hA);
19 register_access(ReadWriteAdd ::read , hx);
20 register_access(ReadWriteAdd ::add , hy);
21 transA = false;
22 }
23 void run(){
24 int M = A->get_matrix ()->rows();
25 int N = A->get_matrix ()->cols();
26 double *Mat= A->get_matrix ()->get_data_memory ();
27 double *X = x->get_matrix ()->get_data_memory ();
28 double *Y = y->get_matrix ()->get_data_memory ();
29 cblas_dgemv(COL_MAJOR ,transA ,M,N, 1.0, Mat , M,
30 X, 1, 1.0, Y, 1);
31 }
32 };
Program 6: The MVP task class.
In the task constructor, lines 7–13, the data is copied into the task, and the
access type for each handle is registered. In the NESA algorithm, the input
vector and the matrix are constant, so the registration of the read accesses for
A and v could have been omitted. The commutative add access type is used
for the output vector to allow reordering of the accesses by different tasks. The
alternative would be a write access, which implies that tasks that access the
same vector y need to be executed in the same order as they are submitted,
resulting in less flexibility and potential performance losses [32]. When a task
is executed by the SuperGlue run-time system, the run method of the task is
called.
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